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ed cellulose to direct hetero-
assembly of nanoparticles with carbon nanotubes
for producing flexible battery anodes†

Yanhua Cheng, ‡ab Gen Chen, ‡b Haobin Wu, b Meifang Zhu*a

and Yunfeng Lu*b
Building nanocomposite architectures based on carbon nanotubes

(CNTs) and active nanoparticles (NPs) with an engineered interface is

of great interest for developing the ability to store electrochemical

energy. The use of cellulose to direct hetero-assembly was achieved

by in situ regenerating an ionic liquid mixture (CNTs, NPs, cellulose) in

water, and was applied to the fabrication of flexible anodes consisting

of CNTs and NPs. These anodes showed CNTs threading through their

structures and exhibited strong interfacial contacts, which provided

a relatively short lithium-ion diffusion length and continuous electron

conduction pathway as well as high mechanical stability. When eval-

uated as an anode material for a lithium-ion battery, the flexible

nanocomposites showed high reversible capacity and good rate

performance compared to traditionally made electrodes, demon-

strating a simple and green strategy for the industrial-scale production

of energy-storage devices.
Electrochemical redox reactions based on anode materials of
lithium-ion batteries generally deliver higher capacity by react-
ing with more lithium, but at the expense of structural changes
including the cracking and pulverization of the electrodes.1,2

Therefore, nding an excellent support for high-capacity anode
materials has long been a focus of the research community.3,4

Carbon nanotubes (CNTs) are considered to be promising
candidates due to their intrinsically high conductivity, high
surface area, and excellent mechanical stability.5 The use of
nanocomposite materials made from active nanoparticles (NPs)
and CNTs has considerably boosted the performance of
currently available energy-storage devices, because these mate-
rials improve the ion/electrical conductivity and structural
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integrity of the devices.6–10 However, the hetero-assembly of
CNTs with NPs is severely hindered by their incompatible
interfaces and the poor dispersibility of CNTs inmost organic or
aqueous solvents.11,12 Supramolecular chemistry may provide an
efficient route for the engineering of nanoscale building blocks,
i.e., at the molecular level, as well as of the interface between
CNTs and NPs by modication of their surfaces using non-
covalent interactions.13 Polymers such as polyacrylic acid
(PAA),14–17 carboxymethyl cellulose (CMC),18,19 and alginate20

have been used as hydrogen-bonding or salt bridges between
the hydroxyl groups on the surfaces of NPs and the conductive
carbon network to maintain the integrity of the battery elec-
trode during use.21

Cellulose is a natural polymer that contains hydroxyl groups
in each repeating glucose unit, and the supramolecular struc-
ture of cellulose is stabilized by the multiple hydrogen bonds
formed by the hydroxyl groups.22 Cellulose has been demon-
strated to be a promising binder for lithium ion battery
anodes.23,24 Compared with petrochemical-derived polymers,
cellulose is superior due to its biodegradability, environmental
compatibility, and abundance in nature. Ionic liquids (ILs) have
been considered as promising solvents for cellulose dissolution
and regeneration,25 which can effectively break and rebuild the
extensive hydrogen-bonding networks between cellulose
chains.26 Moreover, imidazolium-based ILs have been applied
for the easy dispersion of nanomaterials by forming van der
Waals interactions with these nanomaterials.27,28 Therefore, ILs
would be an ideal medium to produce hetero-assembled NP/
CNT nanocomposites with controlled architectures and strong
interfacial contacts promoted by cellulose.

In the current work, we developed a strategy involving the in
situ solvation-induced cellulose-assisted formation of a hetero-
assembly used for the fabrication of battery anodes. In
a typical synthesis, the IL 1-allyl-3-methylimidazolium chloride
was used as the solvent, and hydrophilic NP and CNT nano-
materials were used as primary building blocks. As depicted in
Fig. 1, cotton (cellulose source) was rst dissolved in the IL,
followed by the addition of CNTs and NPs to form
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2017
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Fig. 1 Schematics illustrating the steps followed to fabricate the NP/
CNT composites. (a) The homogenous solution of ILs consisting of
cellulose, CNTs and NPs coated on a nickel substrate. (b) The NP/CNT
composites formed after the immersion of the IL solution in water. (c)
Solvation forces induced the NPs to interact with cellulose and hence
assemble around the CNTs. (d) Hydrogen-bonded networks formed
between hydroxyl groups of cellulose and the surfaces of the CNTs
and NPs.

Fig. 2 (a) TEM and HRTEM (inset) image of Fe3O4 NPs. (b) SEM image
of an Fe3O4/CNT electrode with CNT-threaded NP assemblies. (c)
TEM image of the Fe3O4/CNT composites. (d) Representative stress–
strain curve and photograph (inset) of the Fe3O4/CNT flexible
electrode.
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a homogenous mixture (Fig. 1a). Subsequently, the mixture was
coated on a nickel substrate, which was then immersed in
water, and the cellulose was regenerated from its IL solution
(Fig. 1b). This process induced the NPs to in situ assemble
around the CNTs using hydrogen-bond interactions between
hydroxyl groups (–OH) present in cellulose and on the surfaces
of the active materials (Fig. 1c and d). The resulting material
was peeled off the substrate to reveal a exible NP/CNT elec-
trode. This hetero-assembly strategy exhibited several advan-
tages: (i) NPs assembled in situ around CNTs when cellulose was
regenerated in water when using a one-step process; (ii) a CNT
threaded structure enabled effective ion/electron transport; and
(iii) regenerated cellulose between CNTs and NPs strengthen
the interfacial contacts, ensured the integrity of the electrodes,
and nally improved the energy-storage performance. In this
study, cellulose played multifunctional roles in serving as
a binding agent for NP/CNT nanocomposite architectures. The
hydroxyl groups in cellulose that bound the NPs and CNTs
together through hydrogen-bonded interactions apparently
provided good mechanical integrity for the electrodes.29 An
extensive hydrogen-bonded network in the nanocomposites was
proposed to display self-healing feature and hence enable repair
of mechanical damage in the electrode during cycling.1 More-
over, cellulose as a biosourced polymer is promising for use in
an efficient large-scale production of energy-storage devices.23

The iron oxide (Fe3O4) and silicon (Si) NPs were used as
active materials, respectively, in this experimental demonstra-
tion, owing to their high-energy capacity, low cost, and low
toxicity.30 Adsorption in the range of 3000–3600 cm�1 and an
intense band at �1630 cm�1, corresponding to the hydroxyl
groups (–OH) on the surfaces of the NPs and CNTs,31 were
observed in the Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) spectra of
these materials (Fig. S1†). The NPs, CNTs, and cellulose formed
a homogenous solution in ILs (Fig. S2a†). A gel-like integrated
structure was then obtained by regenerating the mixture in
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2017
water (Fig. S2b†). The nal form of the regenerated product
demonstrated a strong interaction between the components of
the composites. The NPs and CNTs were well conned in the
composites without leaking into the surrounding water. In this
composite, NPs as the energy storage materials provided
a shortened lithium-ion diffusion length, while the CNTs
offered a pathway for continuous electron conduction. More-
over, cellulose regenerated from water during the solvation
process, binds CNTs and NPs to form the hydrogen-bonded
interfaces between them, which ensure the integrity of the
electrodes upon repeated electrochemical reactions. Therefore,
the hetero-assembled composites are expected to deliver a high-
storage capability and cycling stability.

Primary Fe3O4 NPs were rst incorporated into the CNTs and
cellulose matrix to form an integrated and exible anode. The
Fe3O4 NPs with a face-centered-cubic (fcc) structure were
prepared by following the synthetic procedure described previ-
ously.29 Fig. 2a shows a transmission electronmicroscopy (TEM)
image of the NPs, which indicated the individual crystallites to
have dimensions of �10 nm. A high-resolution TEM (HRTEM)
image showed a well-crystallized single particle with lattice
fringes of 0.25 nm, corresponding to the (311) crystal plane.
Fig. 2b shows a scanning electron microscopic (SEM) image of
the NP/CNT composites, and clearly showing the Fe3O4 NPs
clusters to be tangled with CNTs to form a continuous
conductive network, which was further conrmed using TEM,
as shown in Fig. 2c. An effective coating of cellulose on the
Fe3O4/CNT surface was observed (Fig. S3†). Cellulose plays an
important role in serving as a binding agent to endow the
electrodes with good mechanical integrity. Such electrodes with
highly entangled components showed exibility and good
mechanical strength, as shown in the inset of Fig. 2d. The
electrode with a thickness of 20 mm was indicated from its
J. Mater. Chem. A, 2017, 5, 13944–13949 | 13945
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stress–strain curve (Fig. 2d) to exhibit an average tensile
strength of 5.2 MPa at a strain of 7.1%, and to display an average
elastic modulus of 73 MPa. The exibility of the electrode was
also conrmed by conductivity measurements taken during
repeated cycles of bending (Fig. S4†). The good mechanical
strength was attributed to the intertwining of the CNTs through
the whole composite and the interaction of cellulose with both
the CNTs and NPs.

Electrochemical measurements were taken using coin cells
with a Li foil used as the counter electrode. Fig. 3a shows
representative cyclic voltammetry (CV) curves for the electrode
at a sweep rate of 0.5 mV s�1 between 0.005 and 3.0 V. In the rst
cathodic sweep, two peaks at 0.82 and 0.68 V were observed.
Such peaks are usually ascribed to the formation of a solid
electrolyte interface (SEI), as well as the two steps of the lith-
iation of Fe3O4 (step 1, Fe3O4 + 2Li+ + 2e� / Li2Fe3O4; and step
2, Li2Fe3O4 + 6Li+ + 6e� / 4Li2O + 3Fe0).32,33 The broad peak at
about 1.8 V in the anodic sweep was attributed to the reversible
oxidation of Fe0 to Fe2+ and Fe3+. The subsequent cycles with
a cathodic and anodic peak pair at about 0.76 and 1.8 V showed
reversible redox reactions (Fe3O4 4 Fe).34 The initial peaks at
1.5 and 0.82 V were not observed aer the irreversible phase
transition of Fe3O4 occurring as a result of full lithiation and SEI
formation. The positive shi of the cathodic peak to 0.76 V was
due to a decreased polarization of the electrode materials rela-
tive to that of the rst cycle. The above CV results were similar to
those of our previous reported work.29 Fig. 3b shows the charge/
discharge curves of the electrode at a current density of 100 mA
Fig. 3 (a) Representative CV curve of the Fe3O4/CNT composite in a pot
The charge and discharge curves of the electrode at a current density of 1
density of 100 mA g�1. (d) Rate performance of the Fe3O4/CNT electrod

13946 | J. Mater. Chem. A, 2017, 5, 13944–13949
g�1 within a voltage window of 0.005–3.0 V. A voltage plateau
appeared at �0.8 V versus Li/Li+, in good agreement with the
above CV results. The initial discharge and charge capacities
were 1492 and 758 mA h g�1, respectively. An irreversible loss of
capacity is commonly observed for metal oxide anodes and has
been attributed to the formation of a solid electrolyte interface
(SEI) layer and the decomposition of the electrolyte. The
discharge capacity of CNT/Fe3O4 composites was well main-
tained in the following cycles.

Fig. 3c shows the charge/discharge cycling performance of
the Fe3O4/CNT composites. The composite electrodes
benetted from the interactions of cellulose with both CNTs
and NCs through hydrogen bonding, as they showed a stable
cycling performance up to 100 cycles of charge/discharge at
a current density of 100 mA g�1. From the 10th cycle, the specic
capacity kept increasing to 898 mA h g�1 aer 100 cycles. The
gradual increased capacity was attributed to (i) the pulverization
of Fe3O4 NPs having increased the surface area of the electrode
and releasing more active sites for energy storage, and (ii) the
reversible growth of the polymeric gel-like lm resulting from
kinetically activated degradation of the electrolyte.32,35,36 The
coulombic efficiency of the Fe3O4/CNT composites was about
100% aer the rst ve cycles. When the current rate was
gradually increased at current densities of 100, 250, 500, 750,
and 1000 mA g�1, capacities of 730, 537, 461, 392, and 345 mA h
g�1 were obtained, respectively (Fig. 3d). Control electrodes
fabricated by directly mixing Fe3O4 NCs with carbon black (CB)
and polyvinylidene uoride (PVDF), and having been formed
ential window of 0.005 to 3 V (vs. Li+/Li) and scan rate of 0.5 mV s�1. (b)
00 mA g�1. (c) Cycling stability of the composite electrode at a current
e at various current densities.

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2017
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using the conventional slurry procedure, showed signicantly
deteriorated stability (Fig. S5†). Furthermore, the Fe3O4/CNT
lm electrode was assembled into a exible battery, and still
worked well when in a xed bent state (Fig. S6†). These results
conrmed the advantages of using CNT conductive networks to
buffer the volume changes and hence stabilize the electrode,
and of applying cellulose to serve as a binding agent to form
a hydrogen-bonded network in composites and hence ensure
the robustness of the structure.

To further understand the electrochemical behavior of the
composite electrode during the cycling process, electrochemical
impedance spectroscopy (EIS) was conducted along with gal-
vanostatic charge/discharge processes. Nyquist plots of the
Fe3O4/CNT electrodes at different cycling statuses with an open-
circuit voltage (OCV) are shown in Fig. S7a.† The impedance was
analyzed by tting the data points to an equivalent electrical
circuit using ZSimpWin soware (Fig. S7b†), similar to the
circuit employed for other oxide electrodes.37 The circuit
elements were Re (ohmic resistance of electrolyte and cell
components), Rsf||CPEsf (impedance of the surface lm
including the SEI on the electrode, high-frequency semicircle),
Rct||CPEdl (charge-transfer impedance due to the electrolyte/
surface lm/electrode interfaces and the double layer capaci-
tance, medium-frequency semicircle), along with Warburg
impedance (Ws) and the intercalation capacitance (Cint).38 The
simulated curve and derived data are shown in Fig. S7a and
Table S1,† respectively. The fresh cell showed a single broad
depressed semicircle in the medium to high frequency region
with a resistance of 193 U, with these results attributed to the
surface lm and the charge-transfer resistance (Rsf + Rct). Aer
Fig. 4 (a) SEM image and (b) TEM image of Si/CNT composites. (c) Repres
(vs. Li/Li+) at scan rate of 0.2 mV s�1. (d) The charge and discharge curves
of the composite electrode at a current density of 300 mA g�1. (f) Rate

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2017
cycling, there was a decrease in total resistance (Rsf + Rct¼ 97U).
The decreased resistance of the whole battery can be also
accounted for the improvement of charge transfer kinetics,
resulting in the increase of the capacity during cycling, as
shown in Fig. 3c.32 The structure and morphology of the cycled
electrodes were further observed using SEM (Fig. S8†). The SEM
image revealed that the electrode still preserved the primary
structure with CNTs intertwined in the network, reconrming
the structural integrity. A polymeric coating on the electrode
was ascribed to SEI formation.7

As a general strategy for the fabrication of hetero-structured
anode materials, our solvation-induced self-assembly approach
is also applicable to fabricate exible Si/CNT electrodes. The Si
anode material we used showed larger volume changes (�300%
volume expansion) with repeated cycling.39 The commercial Si
NPs exhibit a broad size distribution of 50–200 nm, mainly
around 100 nm. As shown for the Fe3O4/CNT electrodes, the
threading of the CNT network through Si clusters was also
observed using SEM (Fig. 4a) and TEM (Fig. 4b); these images
specically showed that Si clusters were penetrated by multiple
CNTs with intimate interfacial contacts assisted by cellulose
(Fig. S9†). The lithium-storage performance of the Si/CNT
electrode was also evaluated using coin cells. Fig. 4c shows
the rst three CV cycles at a potential sweep rate of 0.2 mV s�1.
The cathodic peak at 0.73 V on the rst CV curve corresponded
to the irreversible formation of the SEI layer. The peak dis-
appeared in the following cycles, revealing good stability of such
SEI layers in the Si/CNT composites. The voltammetric current
associated with the formation of a Li–Si alloy began at �0.36 V
and increased rapidly below 0.18 V, which resulted from the
entative CV curve of Si/CNT composite in a voltage range of 0.01 to 2 V
of the electrode at a current density of 200 mA g�1. (e) Cycling stability
performance of the Si/CNT electrode at various current densities.

J. Mater. Chem. A, 2017, 5, 13944–13949 | 13947
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formation of two different phases, specically those of Li12Si7
and Li15Si4.40 Two anodic peaks on the rst CV curve appeared
at about 0.35 V and 0.50 V, accounting for the dealloying of Li
ions from Si NPs in the Si/CNT composites. The increase in the
charge current with cycling suggested a gradual activation of
more active Si NPs embedded inside of the electrode
network.39,41 Fig. 4d shows voltage proles of the Si/CNT elec-
trode at a current density of 200 mA g�1 in the voltage range of
0.01 to 2 V. In the rst discharge curve, the small shoulder at
0.9 V was related to SEI formation and/or irreversible Li+

insertion into the SiOx impurities.42 Here, a long extended
plateau was observed, corresponding to the formation of
amorphous LixSi from crystalline Si. The initial discharge and
charge capacities were measured to be 2928 and 1380 mA h g�1,
respectively. The high irreversible loss of capacity was due to the
decomposition of the electrolyte and to the formation of an SEI.
Aer the initial cycle, the discharge capacity of Si/CNT stayed at
�1380 mA h g�1, and the coulombic efficiency increased to
90.7%.

The cycling stability of the composite electrode is displayed
in Fig. 4e. This electrode showed a relatively stable cycling
performance at a current density of 300 mA g�1. A capacity of
1075 mA h g�1, i.e., about 76% of the initial capacity, was
retained aer 60 cycles. By comparison, the Si electrode fabri-
cated using the conventional slurry procedure showed severe
phase separation, driven by poor interfacial contacts among the
constituents in the electrode (Fig. S10†). When assembled in the
coin cell, the Si electrode displayed a low capacity, and a much
faster decay in capacity, than did the Si/CNT lm electrode
(Fig. S11†). This result reaffirmed the advantages of the use of
regenerated cellulose to induce the integration of Si NPs and
CNTs, which facilitated the construction of a 3D inter-
penetrating Si/CNT network. The Si NPs were encapsulated
within a robust conductive framework to enable stable cycling.
Benetting from the hierarchical Si/CNT structure, the exible
electrodes exhibited good rate capabilities. As shown in Fig. 4f,
the electrode was able to preserve a capacity of�950mA h g�1 at
a current density of 1 A g�1.

In summary, we have demonstrated a cellulose-directed
assembly strategy to fabricate a exible anode using NPs and
CNTs as building blocks. The integrated composites were ob-
tained by in situ regenerating the IL mixture in water. The
durable electrode performance was attributed to the cellulose-
assisted formation of strong interfacial contacts between the
NPs and the conductive CNT network. Both Fe3O4/CNT and Si/
CNT electrodes showed much greater structural integrity than
conventional electrodes have shown, and therefore excellent
electrochemical performances. The ability to obtain cellulose in
a sustainable manner and its ready availability in large quan-
tities from plants contribute to its high promise as a candidate
electrode material for practical applications. Moreover, the
solvation-induced assembly we deployed offers a simple and
green strategy for industrial-scale production of the energy-
storage electrodes and may be used for various types of
cellulose-based composites.
13948 | J. Mater. Chem. A, 2017, 5, 13944–13949
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